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CHAMPAGNE
LAURENT-PERRIER
Ultra-Brut 

$99.00
* Suggested retail price

Vegan

Product code 13879325

Licensee price $85.90

Format 6x750ml

Listing type SAQ Specialty by lot

Status Available

Type of product Sparkling wine

Country France

Regulated designation Appellation origine controlée (AOC)

Region Champagne

Varietal(s) Chardonnay 55 %

Varietal(s) Pinot Noir 45 %

Colour White

Closure type Cork

ABOUT THIS WINERY
Some houses are not just producers, they are quite simply icons. In place since 1812, at the crossroads of the
three great wine regions of the Marne, Grand Cru in Champagne, Laurent-Perrier makes exquisite threads of
bubbles that are found in 147 countries. Beholden to the one who forged the style and reputation of the House,
Bernard de Nonancourt, the House stands out for its spiritual independence and daring.

TASTING NOTES
Very clear and crystalline color. An intense and complex nose of extreme freshness with notes of fruit (citrus
fruits, white fruits), flowers (honeysuckle) and iodized notes, which give an extreme sensation of freshness.
This airy and delicate wine of surprising length is characterized by great purity, a long and unsaturated finish.
Pairings with seafood, sushi, raw fish and a Pata Negra ham

PRODUCT NOTES
Forerunner of the Brut Nature category, Laurent-Perrier Ultra Brut is a wine without added sugar, it expresses a
champagne in its purest form originally called "Grand Vin sans sucre". Launched in 1981, this innovation is a
true illustration of the Maison's know-how.

PRODUCTION NOTES
15 Crus go into the composition.
Zero dosage: the Crus and the grape varieties are rigorously selected to keep only those which have both good
maturity and low acidity, which allows the wine to achieve the desired balance without the addition of any
dosage.
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